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THE CREDENTIAL STUFFING GOLD RUSH 

 

INTRODUCTION 

While credential stuffing is nothing new, over the past year it has been gaining tremendous momentum and 

appears to hold wide interest in the cybercrime community. This is largely attributed to the growing number of 

data breaches, which is the primary source of credential leak. In fact, the number of breaches has more than 

doubled during 2019 in comparison to the year before, not sparing even high-profile, well-secured services such 

as Capital One, Marriott and Equifax; all amount to more than 4 billion compromised records in total. Other leaks 

have continued to pop up almost daily since then, fueling more and more credential stuffing attacks. The endless 

amounts have also led to the advent of breach collections, some of which weigh terrabytes of plain-text data. 

The term ‘credential stuffing’ refers to the large-scale, automated checking of breached account credentials 

against various websites in order to identify matches. The entire method relies on the common user habit of 

recycling passwords across multiple websites and is by far the most popular way to obtain compromised 

credentials for account takeover. 

In this report, we will review how credential stuffing attacks are carried out, monetization options, the prominent 

tools in use and mitigation measures organizations can take.
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HOW IT WORKS 

In order to launch a credential stuffing attack, the first step is to obtain a list of leaked 

credentials, known as “combolist” in the cybercriminal jargon – combinations of username and 

password. Such a list contains credentials stolen from one or more services and is available 

freely or offered for sale. 

Subsequently, cybercriminals determine which sites to validate the combolists against, and 

there are two main approaches which they are guided by. 

On one hand, there are those who prefer to set their goal in advance, opting for services from 

a specific sector, and will then run the software only on services under that specific category; it 

will usually reflect the cybercriminal’s experience and knowledge of exploiting or cashing out 

accounts from that sector. A good example for this is the use of points stored in giftcard 

accounts. By being intimately acquainted with the sector they specialize in, they know exactly 

what to sell and where, which audience to approach and what the value of each account truly 

is. On the other hand, there are cybercriminals who are more opportunistic - they will try as 

many services as possible from different sectors and sell the retrieved accounts in bulks 

thereafter. 

The typical success rate of an operation ranges from 0.5% to 3%, which translates to tens of 

thousands of successfully-matched credentials per one million combos (a drop in the ocean in 

terms of compromised credentials). Credential stuffing allows cybercriminals to monetize and 

leverage leaked credentials to their maximum potential profit with little to no technical skills. 

Many sell accounts yielded by credential stuffing either by themselves or in online fraud 

account stores. 

ACCOUNT STORES 

Account stores are virtual online stores that provide a platform for cybercriminals to 

conveniently and automatically purchase compromised accounts. These stores often allow 

external vendors to sell their goods through their platform, similarly to the e-commerce 

websites we are all familiar with. A typical fraud account store offers customer support, refund 

policy, digital wallet, 24/7 availability and more. Customers can browse through the available 

accounts or look up specific accounts; filtering options include website (such as PayPal, 

LinkedIn, etc.), account type, balance, linked payment cards, time last order was placed and 

more. Preview information is typically available in order to provide customers needed 

information on the account prior to purchase. 

 

 

  

Figure 1: underground 

account store 
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MONETIZATION METHODS 

There is a variety of ways to monetize purchased accounts, depending on the type of service: 

▪ Financial accounts, such as bank accounts and payment card accounts, are cashed 

out by transferring funds to mule accounts. 

▪ Cloud storage accounts are used to gain access to sensitive information including 

PII, access credentials (corporate access, digital wallets etc.) saved in plain-text, 

sensitive photos etc. All of this can later be used for a wide range of fraudulent 

activities such as social engineering, extortion and more. 

▪ Gaming accounts are sold to unwitting gamers who are willing to pay according to 

the level of the player, achievements, in-game items etc. 

▪ Airline and hotel accounts are monetized through their membership points. 

▪ Dating accounts are used to commit romance fraud, a form of social engineering 

geared to trick victims to send money or serve as an unwitting money mule. 

▪ Retail accounts are used to place orders through linked payment cards. 

▪ E-commerce seller accounts are used to create fake listings from trusted accounts 

with a good reputation, then receive the payment without providing the merchandise. 

 
 

AUTOMATED TOOLS 

In order to perform credential stuffing in the most convenient, efficient and resilient way, 

several tools tailored for this purpose have developed in the cybercriminal community. These 

tools automate login requests at the targeted website (possibly via an API), which enables such 

attacks on a large scale. 

Each tool requires the following input: 

▪ Combolist: a random list of usernames and passwords 

▪ Configuration File: instructions for the software on how to navigate the targeted website 

to check the credentials 

▪ Proxy List: a list of proxies allowing to distribute the login attempts through many 

different IPs in order to prevent being blocked by IP blacklisting due to suspicious activity 

(especially a large number of failed login attempts) 

 In addition to regular proxies, cybercriminals were also observed to be using machines (home 

routers, IoT devices, PCs, etc.) infected with Mirai and other malware for credential stuffing; the rent 

price for a botnet is around $10 per hour. 

 

All of the above is available in abundance anywhere from hacking and fraud forums, through 

closed and open fraud groups and pages on social media, to darknet marketplaces; offered 

either free-of-charge or sold at low prices. 

In addition, in some tools there is an option to define specific keywords in order to capture 

certain elements from an account following a successful login. For example, the login cookie, 

owner’s name, last login time, linked payment cards etc. can all be captured.  
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A wide range of tools and variations have developed to meet different requirements, varying in 

features, customization options, interface, supported technology, built-in configuration files 

etc. 

Some of these tools were developed for the purpose of web-testing while others for fraudulent 

purposes in mind; cybercriminals take advantage of both. 

RSA has identified prominent tools that are currently offered in cybercrime venues, which 

include Sentry MBA, BlackBullet, OpenBullet, STORM, SNIPR, Private Keeper, WOXY, 

LetsBruteit, Hitman, FastOCR, AIOC, APEX and Vertex. 

The most popular ones are outlined below. 

 

Sentry MBA 

Observed already in 2013, Sentry MBA is one of the oldest and well-known credential stuffing 

tools out there, highly used by cybercriminals to this day. 

▪ Official website: sentry.mba 

▪ Official Twitter alias: @Sentry_MBA 

▪ Available on various websites and cracking forums 

▪ Free download 

▪ Many configuration files available 

▪ Key feature: 

▪ Built-in OCR module (Tesseract) – allows to bypass CAPTCHAs automatically 

using an advanced OCR mechanism 

 

 

BlackBullet & OpenBullet 

BlackBullet started as a paid tool developed in cybercrime venues in 2018. When maintenance 

by the official developer ceased and the tool wasn’t offered for sale anymore, the same tool 

was published in open-source code freely on GitHub, marketed as a legitimate web-testing tool 

named OpenBullet, receiving support, maintenance and frequent updates. Still, there is a wide 

community of cybercriminals who still use BlackBullet, mainly for the variety of configuration 

files available which are not compatible with the new, decrypted format that OpenBullet uses. 

▪ Official forum: openbullet.dev 

▪ BlackBullet was released around 2018, OpenBullet was released in May 2019 

▪ Key features: 

▪ Selenium support – simulates login from a real browser, bypassing many 

protection layers 

▪ CloudFlare DDoS protection bypass – a crucial feature due to the fact that 

credential stuffing is often identified as a DDoS attack 

 

STORM 

Released in January 2018, STORM was designed to perform website security testing. An 

interesting business model developed in order to maintain the tool, relying on donations by 

fraudsters who wish to keep it up-to-date. 

▪ Available on various websites and cracking forums 

▪ Free download 

▪ Key feature: 

▪ DDoS protection bypass 
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SNIPR 

Released in 2015 by the name ‘PRAGMAtic’, SNIPR began gaining popularity in 2017 with the 

launch of the official website. 

SNIPR offers a built-in repository of officially-maintained configuration files. Featuring many 

gaming configurations, it has become extremely popular amongst cybercriminals targeting the 

gaming industry. 

▪ Official website: snipr.gg 

▪ The official tool can be downloaded for $20 

▪ Cracked version is available on cracking forums 

▪ Free download 

▪ Key feature: 

▪ Parallel attack support – allows to launch attacks against up to 4 websites 

simultaneously 

 

Private Keeper 

Observed as early as 2014, Private Keeper is mostly associated with the Russian underground 

community. 

▪ Official website: deival909.ru 

▪ Free download 

▪ Official Telegram bot: @PKShop_Bot 

▪ Serves as an online shop for subscription, proxies etc. 

▪ Subscription price: 49 RUB (around $20) for 180 days 

▪ Key features: 

▪ CloudFlare DDoS protection bypass 

▪ Parallel attack support 

 

WOXY 

Observed as early as 2018, WOXY is a credential stuffing tool dedicated to email providers. 

The tool checks whether an email access login is correct and subsequently extracts valuable 

information from the email’s content based on the configuration file. Such details include PII, 

financial information, login information, gift card codes, subscriptions etc. 

Similarly to SNIPR, WOXY also offers a built-in repository of configuration files. However, in 

contrary to the other tools which have a friendly UI, WOXY’s interface is shell-based. 

▪ Cracked version is available in cracking forums and websites 

▪ Free download (originally sold for $40 on a website that no longer exists) 

▪ Key feature: 

▪ Automatic account takeover – if opted, once a match is identified, the tool 

will reset the password 
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OPERATING THE TOOL 

Many tools have official social media channels and websites which provide technical support, 

improvement suggestions, general information etc. 

However, credential stuffing is such an extensive and popular topic, that an entire community 

has evolved around it. Dedicated cybercriminal groups can be found on all the popular social 

media and instant messaging platforms, cracking and darkweb forums etc. offering 

configuration files, combolists, proxy lists, tutorials, online courses and more. 

In preparation of launching an attack, cybercriminals may go to any one of these sources to 

download a combolist, a proxy list and the desired configuration file/s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The next step is to load the combolist, configuration file/s and proxy list into the tool. 

In SNIPR, for example, press the  button to load the proxies, then press the  button to 

load the combolist and SNIPR will start the checking process automatically. 

 

  

Proxies Cracking Configs Combos & Databases 

Figure 2: subforums 

dedicated to credential 

stuffing resources 

 

Figure 3: SNIPR tool 

with pre-loaded 

configuration files 
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WARNING SIGNS 

According to research on the subject, in certain cases, credential stuffing attacks account for 

nearly 90% of the entire website traffic during certain timeframes.  

Besides traffic volumes, any one of the following behaviors should also raise a red flag and 

trigger further investigation: increased login failure rate within a limited timeframe, unusually-

short sessions and high traffic from foreign, previously-unseen or known proxy IPs. Multiple 

account login attempts originating from the same proxy or subnet (a proxy datacenter), may 

also be a warning sign. 

 

DETECTION AND PREVENTION 

What makes a credential stuffing attack successful is the tool’s ability to identify successful 

logins. As such, when building a detection and prevention strategy, this is the exact point 

which needs to be addressed. Another critical aspect to keep in mind is the fact that these 

attacks are carried out by bots. 

Based on the above, the following approaches are recommended: 

▪ AI-based behavioral analysis and bot detection: 

Since advanced bots are trained to imitate a human interaction, effective detection will 

have to include AI-based behavioral analysis, which looks at mouse movements (or a lack 

thereof), keystrokes (typing speed), session duration and more. 

▪ Analysis of credential stuffing tools’ configuration files: 

Analyzing tools may help identify the modus operandi and allow your organization to apply 

countermeasures for detection and mitigation. When identified, configuration files are 

reported to FraudAction customers as part of the Cybercrime Intelligence service. 

▪ Advanced CAPTCHAs: 

Implementation of CAPTCHA at login can filter out or at least make it difficult for malicious 

login attempts to pass through, however it is important to keep in mind that nowadays 

there are dedicated services for solving CAPTCHAs by humans and AI. With that said, 

incorporating latest generation mechanisms such as reCAPTCHA v3 can provide a strong 

layer of protection against automated solving of CAPTCHAs with little to no user friction 

(“Easy on Humans, Hard on Bots”). 

▪ Two-Factor Authentication: 

Credential stuffing tools feed combinations of username and password to the website, and 

by doing so trigger 2FA when implemented. The tool, in return, recognizes this as a 

successful login. However, static second factors of authentication such as PIN codes, which 

are typically present at the initial login page, will hinder most attacks of this type as they 

are unique to your website and are not designed to be taken into account by credential 

stuffing tools. 

▪ Unique user IDs: 

Avoiding the use of email addresses as user IDs can prove useful in combatting credential 

stuffing attacks since user IDs in combolists are predominantly email addresses. Generating 

unique user IDs specific for your website is even a step further. 

 

On top of the above, blacklisting known proxies as well as compromised credentials can 

drastically hinder credential stuffing attacks on your website as well as account takeovers.  

RSA’s IP Feed and Email Feed regularly provide bulks of IPs (including TOR nodes) and leaked 

emails from compromised credential lists. 

Moreover, when identified, user-agents associated with credential stuffing tools are reported to 

FraudAction customers as part of the Cybercrime Intelligence service. For a list of default user-

agents used by Sentry MBA, you may refer to previous RSA report Customizable Account 

Checker Sentry MBA.
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CONCLUSION 

Cybercriminals are always on the lookout for easy ways to make money; over recent years, 

credential stuffing has proven to be an efficient way to generate large amounts of money at 

the click of a button, with practically no risk. What’s even more appealing is the fact that no 

technical knowledge and very little investment are required to launch a mass-scale attack of 

this type. As a fraudster once said, “after you select your combolist, your SNIPR should start 

cracking accounts. Grab a drink, come back in an hour and you’ll see accounts showing in the 

list.” 

Nonetheless, cybercriminals are subjected to severe competition. Every combolist triggers 

many credential stuffing attempts across a wide range of websites, resembling a gold rush. 

As a result, this has turned into a thriving business; recent reports reveal billions of credential 

stuffing attempts over the past year alone. Credential stuffing is here to stay and is expected 

to continue to thrive in the foreseeable future. 

The consequences of credential stuffing can be devastating. Beyond the typical scenario of 

end-user account takeover, cases have been reported where corporate access has been gained 

through credential stuffing operations, such as the infamous Uber breach in 2016. This has 

become a threat organizations cannot ignore. 

Since cybercriminals will typically take the path of least resistance, websites which have the 

least protection against this type of attack are more prone to be targeted. As such, it is 

important to keep credential stuffing attacks in mind as part of the overall security approach as 

professional cybercriminals possess the capability to overcome 2FA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 


